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PARSONS' THEORY OP ACTION SYSTEMS
Parsons' writing in the field of sociology begins with an
attempt to define a point of view appropriate to the field. He
presents this point of view as the resolution of an opposition
between two extreme positions. Parsons builds his framework
over the ruins of a conflict concerning the nature of action:
it emerges as the synthesis of traditions of thought termed
"positivistic” and "idealistic."
Positivistic theories of action assume positive science to
be the only significant basis for the individual's orientation
to his world. Human action according to this view is essential¬
ly a continuous pursuit of goals through means that are more or
less successful, depending upon the degree of ignorance, error,
and non-subjectlve factors that intervene. Idealistic theories
of action, on the other hand, assxmie that ideal or normative
factors provide the sole significant basis of subjective orien¬
tation. This view conceives action as primarily an "expression"
of "meanings."
What Parsons calls the "Coluntaristic" theory of action
developed independently out of both traditions . In this view,
both Instrumental and normative dimensions are crucial in the




orientation of action. Action is essentially rational and
essentially non-rational.
The Nature of SocletT«-« As a result of this initial theo¬
retical clarification. Parsons was able to devise a conception
of society that was based on decades of research by eminent
scholars. An early formulation of this appears in 1934:
"Society is the total complex of htmian relations in so far as
they grow out of action in terms of the means-ends relationship,
intrinsic (Instrumental) or symbolic (normative)."^
Parsons, following Weber, carries the analysis further--to
the level of the action of the individual. It is frame of
reference concerns an actor, oriented to a situation, seeking
to optimize gratification in ways related to certain norms.
The specific natiu^e of "action in terms of the means-end rela¬
tionship" has for Parsons very much to do with the constitution
of society. This difference in emphasis has at least two con¬
sequences of major importance for this study.
It means, for one thing, that all talk about society must
refer eventually to the subjective orientation of an actor.
The procedure of verstehen. of grasping the subjective state of
mind of an actor,, must be applied. The sense in idiich this
signifies a departure from Slmmel*s approach underlies Weber’s
t
observation in the Introduction to Wirtchaft und Peaellschaff;




sharp distinction between subjectively intended and objectively
valid meanings, two different things which Slmmel not only
falls to distinguish but often treats as belonging together*"!
For Slmmel, subjective and objective aspects of association do
indeed belong together. Competition for example, is a kind of
interaction whose meaning is the same whether considered as an
objective form of interaction or as the subjective experience
of competitors. The "meaning" which Weber and Parsons refer
to is not what Slmmel has in mind when he asks "what competit¬
ion as a pure form of relationship means," it denotes, rather
that end in the mind of an actor in behalf of which means are
employed to change conditions. Awareness of this subjective
meaning, which Slmmel relegated to the residual area of "de¬
sires, interests, goals," is for Parsons a major step in coming
to know about society.
Another consequence of Parsons* definition of society in
terms of the action of individuals is that social phenomena
are to be regarded as aggregations of particular actions.
Society thus has a concrete reference. Acts themselves are of
course abstractions from the idiole of reality, but in them¬
selves they are complete entitles. Society, accordingly, re¬
fers to something abstracted from the totality of being, but
sonething in itself real and concrete. Society is not, as
1 n
Max Weber, Wlrtsohaft tind Gesselschaft (3rd ed.; Tubingen:
Mohr Ver lag, 1947), p. 1. Trans, by Talcott Parsons, as The
Theory of Social and Economic Organization (New York, 1947),
p . 88.
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Simmel would conceive It, a formal abstraction from a reality
where forms and contents are Inseparable fused.
If Parsons goes "below" Interaction to the level of
meaningfully oriented Individual action, to determine the stuff
of which society Is composed, he goes "above" the forms of
Interaction to define the principal category for grasping the
order In 80clety--the system. A system consists of "two or
more units, x., x.,...x , related such that a change In state
of any will be followed by a change of state In the remain¬
ing X ,...x which Is In tiirn followed by a change In the state
^
111
of x^, etc. Two or more units In Interaction with each other
form a system. A social system Is "a mode of organization of
action elements relative to the persistence or ordered processes
of change of the Interactive patterns of a plurality of actors.
It Is characteristic of the social system that It seeks equlll-
brlxm, defined as "a state of a systeai such that there Is zero
change of state of the unl.ts of the system relative to each
other," and that It Is boundary-maintaining; 1. e., the reaction
to Initial change of state Is such that the system seeks to
maintain Its boundaries relative to Its environment.
A social system, then. Is more comprehensive than a form
der vergesell-schaftung. in two respects. Denoting an empirical
Talcott Parsons and Robert Bales, Family. Soclallzatlon.
and Interaction Process (Glencoe, Ill., 1955), p. 402. Book
hereinafter referred to as Para.
2
Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, Ill., 1951),
p. 29. Book hereinafter referred to as SS.
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entity, it Includes desires and goals as well as patterns of
action; content as well as form. Including an Indefinite
number of patterns of relationship among actors, adjusting to
changes and persisting over time, any system of necessity In¬
volves a variety of different forms of Interaction.
With regard to the composition of systems. Parsons has a
good deal to say. The most general imagery of the action
schema, the (1) orientation of actors (2) a network of dis¬
tinctions that Is used to elucidate the structure and variety
of social systems.
The orientation of action has two main components. One
has to do with the actor’s Interest In maximizing gratifica¬
tions (motivational orientation) and one has to do with the
actor's commitments to certain standards of selection (value-
orientation). Motivational orientation has three aspects—
cognitive, cathectlc, and evaluative—which are paralleled by
the three aspects of value-orientation called cognitive,
appreciative, and moral standards.
The sltuatlon of action is ccmposed of various objects
which further structure the orientation of actors, these ob¬
jects may be classified as physical, and cultxaral. A social
object is an actor: any Individual or collectivity. A
physical object Is an empirical entity vhich does not Interact
with an actor; It Is a means of condition of action. Cultural
objects are symbolic elements of the cultural tradition—:
Ideas or beliefs, expressive symbols, value patterns—so far
6
as they are treated as situational and not as Internalized
by the actor.
These categories in turn become the basis for a set of
"pattern variables" idilch Parsons sees as the major deterxalnants
of the structure of action systems. A pattern variable Is "a
dichotomy, one side of which must be chosen by an actor before
the meaning of a sltmtlon Is determinate for him and thus
m1
before he can act with respect to that situation. Since
there are five (and only five) pattern variables deriving
directly from the frame of reference of the theory of action,
"the actor must make five specific dichotomous choices before
any situation will have a determinate meanings
Three of these dichotomies are derived from the modes of
orientation. The variable "affectlvity-affestive neutrality"
has to do with whether cathectlc Interests are directly grati¬
fied or whether evaluation Is to take place first. The variable
"self-orlentatlon/collectlvity-orlentatlon" denotes the dilemma
of Tdaether action is to bo directed In behalf of the Individual
(or sub-systan) or In behalf of the larger social system. The
variable "unlversallsiVV^Pblcularlsm" concerns the relative
primary of cognitive versxjs appreciative standards.
Talcott Parsons and Edward Shlls, ed.. Toward a General
Theory of Action (Cambridge, 1951), p. 77. Book hereinafter
referred to as GTA.
^Ibld.. p. 76. <3f. GTA. pt. 11, chap, 1, or SS, pp, BB¬
SS, for a more extensive discussion of the pattern variables,
A certain familiarity with these well known concepts is assumed
here.
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The other two dichotomies are derived from the characteris¬
tics of (social) objects* One, the "ascription/achievement"
variable, has to do with whether the focus of Interest Is on
the Inherent qualities or on the expected performances of ob¬
jects. The other, “specifIclty/dlffuseness," concerns the
scope of significance of the object for the actor.
The pattern variables are in the first Instance categories
for the description of value-orlentatlons* At the same time,
by defining the expectations regarding role behavior, they
represent the main dimension in terms of ^Ich social systems
are rendered determinate. This condition Is a logical develop¬
ment out of the basic tenets of a voluntaristic theory of
action, idilch assumes that the Integration of a plurality of
goal-pursuing actors by means of common value standards Is one
ofrthe most ftindamental features of human action.
The logic of Inquiry.— Prom the beginning of his work on.
Parsons has maintained a clear conception of what science
should be and has sotight to relate every stage of his activity
to that conception.
The moat general thing to bo said about Parsons* method
Is that It Is a method of system construction. Els emphasis
on the existence of empirical systems in reality is paralleled
by the effort to build a theoretical system In science, a
system that will conceptualize each variable of empirical
action systems and represent the relations among those vari¬
ables by the Interrelations among concepts representing them.
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It la the iBAPk of such a method that discovery and proof
are preceded by the enunciation of fixed first principles.
These principles are unproven, but they provide the basis for
a whole deductive stmcture of knowledge. Parsons*, first
principles are the fundamentals of the action frame of reference
ji»t presented. Prom these principles are derived two com¬
plexes of concepts, xinivocally defined and applied consistently
throughout the whole universe of action—to everything concern¬
ing personalities, social systems, and cultural systems. They
consist of idiat Parsons called in his first book, the cate¬
gories of "unit analysis" and "element analysis," The basis
movement of thou^t in Parsons is from the unique definition
of these simple \mits and elements to their simple relations
and finally to their more complex combinations in macroscopic
sys terns •
Let us first dlscxiss unit analysis. A unit is defined as
a concrete part of an empirical entity. General statements
about the behavior of such units or of their combinations under
given typical circmstances are called "empirical generaliza¬
tions," The basic unit in the universe of action la the unit
act. This is true of any sort of systm of action. A \inlt
act consists of the orientation of an actor (individual or
collectivity) toward a desired future state of a situation.
A unit act becomes a unit in a social system "in so far
as it is part of a process of interaction between its author
9
and other actors• But the Interactions which make up a
social system are not a random conglomeration of unit acts,
so It Is "the participation of an actor In a patterned inter¬
active relationship which is for many purposes the most signi¬
ficant unit of the social system,"^ Such participation involves
an organized sub-system of acts on the part of individual
occupying reciprocal statuses and acting for each other in
terns of reciprocal expectations; this unit of the social system
is termed a statvis-role«
The status-role in turn serves as a building block for
more complex entitles. The composite unit formed by the organi¬
zation of status-roles abstracted from the action systems of a
number of indlyldual actors is the collectivity. Finally, the
interaction of plurality of actors whose relations are mediated
by a system of shared symbols constitutes a social system. A
social system " which meets all the essential functional pre¬
requisites of long tern persistence from within its own
resourses" is called a society.
The fact that a complex society can be broken down into
constitutive \mlt acts does not mean, however, that all the
properties of a social system can be inferred from the nature
of unit acts. On the contrary, certain properties of action






in particular, the mechanisms of allocation and Integration In
social systaas*
"Analytic elements," In contrast to units, refer to general
attributes of concrete phenomena. They are logical luilversals.
Any concrete phenomenon Isolated by a given frame of reference
can be described through a particular combination of the values
of these variable atti?lbutes. The theoretic Import of these
elements Is that their values stand In constant modes of rela¬
tion to each otherj so variation In the value of any one has
causal Implications for the values of the others.
The first step toward a theoretical system containing
laws which formulate the relations among analytic elements Is
the definition of a set of Interrelated elements. This level
of scientific theory Parsons calls a "categorlal system."
The Social Sys tern and the principal monograph of Toward a
General Theory of Action set forth a categorlal system for the
analysis of action. The pattern variable comprise the dominant
complex of definitions within this system. The main outcome
of the latter publication may be said to be the block of
thirty-two types of social value-orientations uhlch result
from combining the five pattern variables. Other parts of
the work done by Parsons and his colleagues deal with the
more complex relations among the pattern variable and between
them and other aspects of action. All In all, the movement
of thought Is from the universal definition of the elements
to considerations of their Immediate combinations to the
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examination of more complex Interrelationships in which they
are Involved.
The dominant method Parsons follows is thus to derive
from uniquely defined first principles and increasingly com¬
plex system of concepts, and eventually, propositions. Dis¬
covery takes the form of disclosing new relationships among
the concepts^ or of tancovering facts not adequately handled
by the existing conceptual scheme. Demonstration takes the
form of showing how the implications of assertions in one part
of the theoretical system are systematically supported by
assertions in other parts to the degree that this condition
obtains, the system may claim "closure.”
Scientific progress consists in increasing the systematic
character of the theory which is a function of the degree of
generality and complexity of the scheme, the degree of which
it may claim closure, and the degree to which it approaches
the ultimate goal of science as conceived by this method:
The establishment of an "empirical-theoretical system." The
latter exists "whenever a sufficient number of relevant
variables can be brought together in a single (theoretical)
system of interdependence adequate for a high level of pre¬
cision in predicting changes in empirical systems outside
^This was strikingly Illustrated on the purely theoretical
level by the discovery of xinsuspected affinities between the
"attltudinal" and the "object oriented" pattern variables, cf*
Parsons ^ al.. Working Papers in the Theory of Action (Glencoe,
Ill., 1953), chaps. 3 and 4. Hereinafter referred to as WP,
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special experimental conditions. crete observations under
general concepts, and providing generalized hypotheses.
Finally, it works to control biases of observation and inter¬
pretation: the painstaking definition of a comprehensive
system of categories eliminated the need for the danger of
concepts that reflect the subjective Interests of the inves¬
tigator.
The business of sociology.— In attempting to define a
subject-matter that is Improper to a discipline of sociology.
Parsons has recotirse to the distinction of three dimensions
in the organization of action. Though personalities, social
systems, and systems of culture Interpenetrate profusely, they
vary'independently and each has its own structures and Inter-
gratlve problems. Their Ihdependent variability affords a
basis for differentiating disciplines within the general
theory of action, for the claim of a science to Independent
status rests on its "concern with and responsibility for a
2
relatively independent and distinctive conceptual scheme."
The three dimensions of action are thus the province, respec¬
tively, of the theory of personality systems, the theory of
culture systems, and the theory of social systems.
The theory of social systems further divides into two





phenomena of rational declalon-maklng and the consequences
of these decisions within an institutionalized system of ex¬
change relationships. Sociological theory focuses on the phe¬
nomena of the institutionalization of patterns of value-orien¬
tation in the social system. It may thus be viewed as the
outgrowth of concern with those non-ratlonal elements of
action which were Ignored or considered residual in classical
economics and utilitarian theories of action. (This was, in¬
deed, the pattern of development in Pareto’s thought.)
This statement of the sociological problem brings tis to
certain aspects of Parsons* framework which have not yet been
dealt with here, aspects concerning the "structure-functional"
character of his thinking. His later work differs from The
Structure of Social Actlon by shifting from the analysis of
action as such to the analysis of social systems in terms of
their functional prerequisites and the structures which satisfy
these prerequisites. For the sake of "empirical manageability,"
the structxare of social systems is not treated directly in
action terms, but rather it Is approached in terms of "insti¬
tutionalized patterns." Action theory now stands so far short
of a general deductive theory of elementary processes that one
must work with the "next best" thing. This means to locate
what processes we observe within the structure of a system,
then to figure out the functional relevance of each process,
i.e., the different consequences for the vhole system of
various outcomes of that process. Motivational analysis on
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this level takes the form of "the formulation of mechanisms
which *acco\ant for* the functioning of social systems, for
the maintenance or breakdown of given structural patterns,
for a typical process of transition from one structural pattern
1
to another. This way of treating dynamic problems provides
a frame of referaice for evaluating the significance of a
finding and for following out systematically Its Inter¬
connections with other problems and facta.
In greater detail, then, the chief task of sociology Is
to detemlne the conditions under which patterns of values are
Institutionalized and under which conditions they undergo
change, the conditions of conformity with and deviation from
Institutionalized values, and the relevant motivational pro¬
cesses (how values are Internalized, how deviant Impulses are
controlled).
In that enterprise, the first step Is to articulate the
general structure of social systems, and to Indicate the modes
of structural differentiation within systems as well as the
ranges of variability of each structural category from system
to system. Provision of an extensive system of such structural
categories Is one of the main contributions of The Soclal
System. These Include a classification of the types of role
orientation; a classification of roles played by actors as




(including the structupes Involved In the "economy" of in-
strumentally and expressively oriented relationships, the
classification and distribution of facilities and rewards,
the organization of the power system and the prestige system,
and the various integrative structures); and, finally, the
types of cultural institutions.
With regard to any of these types of structural elements,
there may in an actual social system be any degree of insti¬
tutionalization, ranging from complete anomic at one pole to
perfect integration at tbs other. A structure is said to he
"institutionalized" when the value-orientations which define
it are Internalized in the relevant actors so that conformity
with those standards is in their own Interest, l.e., when
conformity is both a mode of fulfilling their own naad-dis-
positions and a condition of optimizing the reactions of other
significant actors. Other sets of concepts presented in The
Social Svstern and Family deal with the ways in which values
come to be institutionalized through various processes of
socialization, the sources and direction of deviation from
institutionalized values, and the mechanisms throi^gh which
control over deviation is exercised.
Equipped with the categories defined and related in this
theory—modes of orientation kinds of objects in the situation
of action, pattern variables, types of institution, paradigms
of socialization, deviant behavior, and social control—the
sociologist is to describe social phenomena in their clear
16
and unarbltrary terms, each of which la related in specific
ways to the whole larger framework. Beyond this, he is to
explain phenomena by (1) relating them to the motivational
processes which underlie them and (2) determining their
functional consequences for the social system (s) in which
they occur. The Investigation of the problems involving less
abstract theoretical considerations—theory at the "middle
level"—takes on added significance when couched in the terms
of this over-all framework. That is because it is then possible
to state the hypotheses and findings of more specialized prob¬
lems in terms that are common_to the whole universe of social
phenomena, and thereby to generalize their implications.
The kind of science which emerges here is one which begins
with uniquely defined first principles concerning the nature
of action in general and works toward the goal of a deductive
system that will explain all the phenomena of action by means
of the greatest possible logical unification and economy of
concepts. Toward this end, it employs abstraction of a very
high level of generality, analytic elements which are "read
into" experience in order to accoimt for the order underlying
the real world in terras of the interrelations of variables.
Short of operating directly in terms of the most general
attributes of action, the cardinal importance of institutional¬
ized values as a mode of integrating pliirallty of actors
renders the structural-functional analysis of social systems
embodying given patterns of value highly significant. In
17
either case, conceptual unification la the hallmark of Parsons'
sociology*
CHAPTER II
THE RANGE OP PROBLEMS
Parsons Is considered an archltechtonic sociologist. His
approach is developed not only through systematic discussion
of the nature of sociology, but also by application to an
extraordinary diversity of topics, including contemporary
social problems as well as purely scientific ones.
The Parsonlan corpus admits classification cognate with
three viewpoints;’ 1. e., whether the writing is about personal¬
ity, society, or culture. The three problem areas are approach¬
ed with reference to a uniform conceptual scheme that enables
(and requires) one to translate the problems of one area into
the terms of the others. This means that there is no treat¬
ment of great personalities in their own terns, but rather the
personality system is investigated as one dimension of the
organization of action. It means that there is no analysis of
the "objective culture" in its own terms, but rather the ele¬
ments of culture and their combinations are analyzed in teims
of their Involvement in or implications for empirical action
systems, 1. e., personalities and social systems.
Because of its importance to the general theory of action,
the theory of personality receives much more direct attention
from Parsons. In "Personality as a System of Action" the
elements of the personality are defined and related. These
^GTA. pt. 2, chap, 11,
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Include the varlo\ja types of need-dispositions and the
different kinds of mechanisms by which need-dispositions are
allocated and integrated in behalf of a functioning personality.
This structural-functional analysis of personality la comple¬
mented by a genetic treatment of the Internalization of value-
orientations in the section of socialization in The Social
System, and supplemented by a structural analysis of the super¬
ego in the li^t of developments in the theory of action. The
whole discussion of personality is then revised and extended
in three papers published in Family, viz., "Family Structure
and the Socialization of the Child," "The Organization of
Personality as a System of Action," and "The Mechanisms of
Personality Functioning with Special Reference to Socialization."
Parsons' emphasis on the Importance of common symbols and
shai^ed values in social action, noted prevloxisly, means that
cultural patterns are inevitably involved in his analyses of
personalities and social systems. But sometimes his focus is
on the cultural system as such—on Its inner structure, its
variety of types, its tendencies of change, and on problems of
maintaining different culttire systems as "living cultures"
in empirical action systoas. To this group of problems
Parsons has contributed a schematic outline in the uniform and
precise language of his general framework.
Following the cognltive/cathectic/evaluating distinction
of aspects and orientation, he classified cultural patterns
into belief systems, systems of expressive symbols, and systems
20
of value orientation. The Soolal System categorizes the
possible types of belief system--empirical science or Its
equivalent, philosophy. Ideology, and religion—and briefly
discusses their Interrelations. In addition It treats some
of tl^ problems Involved In the Institutionalization of these
types of belief systems.^ A plea Is made for more work on
the strictly cultural level, to detemlne the "laws and types
p
of symbolic patterning and association." Systems of value
orientation, or moral systems, are discussed passim. Their
structure Is dependent upon the various combinations of the
pattern variables. With regard to their Institutionalization,
an Important contribution is the analysis of why no value-
system can be completely Integrated with the realistic condi¬
tions of action, with the corollary that the optimum situation
for htunan adjustment "does not lie at the pole of Instltu-
3
tlonallzatlon of a rlgorottsly consistent value system."
In the area of sociology proper, as Parsons defines It,
we may divide his concerns In a way that they are easily com¬
pared with other theoretical contributions. His substantive
problems may be listed under the headings; social structure,
^SS, chap. vlll. This discussion subsumes an earlier
essay on "The Role of Ideas In Social Action."
2
SS, chap. lx. This Is supplemented by a more elaborate
analysis of the essays on social stratification. Essays, chaps,
iv and xlx, and by the pioneering essay "The Theory of Sym¬
bolism In Relation to Action," WP. chap. 11.
®SS, p. 371.
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motivational processes tinderlylng conformity and deviation,
and social change. The boundaries between these groups of
problems are fluid. The line between stability and change is
especially hard to holf constant, for it is relative to the
questions one is dealing with. Some further remarks in this
connection are in order.
Parsons distinguishes between processes of change within
a system, and processes of change the system. Because the
former changes occur within the limits of institutionalized
patterns, they may be said to f&ll more properly under the
heading of "social structure." There are three principal
kinds of dynamic processes within the social systems.
(1) In later work with his colleagues. Parsons developed
a scheme of four "dimensions" of action space, 1. e., four
coordinate contlnua klong which any action can be identified
by reference to its change of position in their terms. These
dimensions are called adaptation, goal gratification, system
integration, and latent pattern maintenance. Since at any
Interval of time action tends to be concentrated along one of
these dimensions^ the concept of "phase" is introduced to
indicate a changing state of a system of interaction "when
its movement in a given dimension is maximized relative to
its movement in the other three dimensions," Movement to




system of Interaction, since the solution of action "problems'*
In one dimension leads to new problems In other dimensions*
So the structure of a system of Interaction must In part bo
viewed as a pattern of changes over time*
(2) The maintenance of equilibrium In a system requires
two sorts of change that have to do with motivational process*
On the one hand, there are processes of socialization by which
actors acquire the orientations necessary for performing their
roles* On the other hand, there are the processes Involved
In counteracting motivations to deviant behavior that arise
from strains In the course of Interaction. These equilibrating
processes may be viewed as special types of phase movement*
(3) Processes of structural change go on continuously In
many sub-systems of a society, and many of these are fully
Institutionalized* The "family cycle" refers to one such
sub-system which, according to normal expectations, tuidergoes
basic changes In its role structure over time. Many other
types of sub-systems In society experience this sort of
"natural hlato3?y." Another sort of Institutionalized change
is exemplified by the Institutionalization of scientific In¬
vestigation, lihlch puts a premliim on the discovery of new
content In belief systems.
Problems of social structure, then, refer to patterns of
expected behavior as defined by institutionalized values,
whether "stable" or "dynamic." Und6r this heading the main
23
topics taken up in Parsons' work Include:
Occupational patterns
Business













Aspects of American Social Structure
Age and sex roles
Kinship system
Bureaucracy
Social classes and class conflict
Social stratification
Mechanisms of social control
The social environment of th« educational process
The social organization of deviant behavior
The following topics are Incliided \inder "motivational
analyses":
The genesis of conformltive dispositions
The genesis and directions of deviant orientations
The motivation of economic activities
The motivation of Fascist movements
Sources of aggression in the modern western world
24
The motivation of "youth culture" phenomena
The motivation of McCarthyism
Inter-group tensions
Propaganda and social control
Although Parsons stresses the point that systematic
attention to the phenomena of social change must await a re¬
fined and tested conceptualization of "social statics," his
writings contain some illustrative ventures into that pre¬
carious field. These Include:
The nature and direction of social change
The problem of controlled institutional change
Cultural change in the modern world
Social change in Japan
Social change in Germany
Some general processes of social change —
Institutional rationalization and
"cultural lag"
The ascendancy of the charismatic
revolutionary movement
The adaptive transformation of a
revolutionary movement
It is noted that Parsons devotes a greater proportion of
his writing to the highly abstract explication and refinement
of his conceptual scheme. The substantive problems taken up
are given relatively more time and space. In the following
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chapter we will examine some substantive problems presented in
the lists above and problems that represent what seems to be
the dominant ideological theme in his writing.
CHAPTER III
STRATEGIC PROBLEMS IN PARSONS
The writings summarized In this chapter were chosen be¬
cause they appear most frequently in Parsons' work and re¬
present a fairly complete, rounded treatment in each case.
They include German social strvicture (particular social struc¬
ture), American youth culture (motivational processes under¬
lying conformity and deviation), rationalization (social
change, and the most recurrent, as well as Ideologically
charged, theme In his works: social control.
German Social Structure.— Thou^ similar to the United
States and England with respect to Its highly developed In¬
dustrialism, money economy, one-price system, and institut¬
ionalization of private property, Germany differed from the
Anglo-Saxon world in respects which prevented the development
of a stable liberal democratic order. These differences re¬
sulted lai^ely from the Prussian Hegemony. The dominant po¬
sition of the feudalmllitarlstlc Junkers supported by an
elaborate civilian administrative bxireaucracy led to the insti¬
tutionalization of an ideology that combined "a patriarchal
type of authoritarianism with a highly developed fomal legal¬
ism in the old German state*^ Lutheranism provided a broader
^Talcott Parsons, Essays in Sociological Theory (Glencoe,
1955), p. 109. Book hereinafter referred to as Essays.
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context for this Ideology, with Its divine legitimation of
political authority and Its Injunction to submit to the pa¬
triarchal guidance of government with regard to worldly matters.
The effect of dominance by the Junkers, the b\ireaucrats, and
the Ideology of "Prussian conservatism" was to promote a strong
sense of prerogative and authority, as well as duty; to limit
the effectiveness of parliament and the prominence of "economic
individualism"; and to favor the growth of large-scale economic
organization along the hierarchial pattern of government bure¬
aucracy.
The classical German social structure may be characterized
roughly, as may any social structure, according to the dominant
value-pattern in Institutionalizes. In this ease. It is the
value-pattern represented by the upper strata of Prussian so¬
ciety: a "universalistlc-ascriptlve" pattern. This type of pat¬
tern favors the allocation of personnel, facilities, and rewards
according to generalized rules relating to classlflcatory quali¬
ties, The universalistic element lays Importance on the sphere
of occupational roles, and restricts the size and importance of
kinship tmlts. On the cultural level, it favors a cognitive,
as opposed to an expressive. Interest. This value component is
shared with the Anglo-Saxon countries.
The ascriptive value component puts the emphasis on status
rather than on specific achievements. In Germany, this trait
has been manifest In the high premium of titles. The use of
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titles has traditionally been more extensive, constant, and
differentiated there than in the Anglo-Saxon countries. Not
only in the case of the nobility, but with regard to occupation¬
al status as well, Germans have tended to generalize status
relative to a general prestige scale. This is shewn by pre¬
cedence in the reward system of "esteem" with its diffuse ref¬
erence, over "approval" with its specific reference, German
emphasis on fomal status carries over into the greater formal¬
ity in their personal relations, and in relations between the
sexes, with the sharp definition of a distinct Hausfrau status
and the cardinal Importance of the status of a man whom a woman
marries•
The relative absence of valuation of individual achievement
in this type of society inclines it toward collectivism. A
tendency toward authoritarianism is likewise Implied, in that
"the clear conception of ^ohat is ideal for all makes it natural
for those who have roles enjoining collective responsibility to
'see to it' that everyone lives up to the ideal,
A society which defines its major roles in teims of a unl-
versallstic-ascrlptive pattern is subject to tensions due to
severance of a "natural affinity" between universe11stic and
patterns. Acttial achievement must of course play an important
part in any fairly differentiated social structure, so the fact
S3, p, 192,
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that it ia not valued for itself is a source of strain. The
accent on collectivism may in part be viewed as a manifestation
of this strain, in that it works to inhibit the Individualizing
tendencies that accompany emphasis on achievement.
The dominance of miversalistic standards combined with
the importance of status honor impose particularly strong in¬
hibitions on affectivity. This xmderlies the absence of a real
German coxinterpart to the American romantic love complex, and
the image of a woman as essentially a responsive object with
low order instrumental and moral capacities. This feature, com¬
bined with the hierarchical character of the society, underlies
the traditional German authoritarian family structtire in which
the wife is carefully "kept in her place."
The transition to Nazism must be understood in part as the
reaction of the particular kind of social structure Just des¬
cribed to certain changes taking place in all Western societies.
Widespread insecurity was the outcome cf the very rapid in¬
dustrialization and urbanization which Germany underwent. To¬
gether with the political and economic difficulties following
World War I, this created a situation of "radical emotional dis¬
sociation from the principal institutional statuses and roles of
the existing order.^ In addition, because of its traditional
conservatism, Germany suffered more disruptive effects from the




weakness of "liberalism" In Germany meant that responses to
the advance of science and industrial technology tended toward
the extremes of fundamentalist reaction and rationalistic radi¬
calism.
A principal consequence of both sources of strain was a
great increase of "romantic" elements in German society. Ro¬
manticism, In essfflice "the dissociation of the strongest em¬
otional values from established life situations,"^ arose in
traditional German society from certain featia*e3 of the social¬
ization process within the German family, and from certain
tensions (mentioned above) inherent in life in that type of
institutionalized order. It was generally expressed in the form
of unrealistic emotionalism and vague yearnings. The onslau^t
of industrialization and rationalization considerable intensified
romantic sentiment in German society.
Three outlets for romantic energies known in the West were
not available in German society. (1) the other worldly re¬
ligious orientation precluded the canalization of energy into
attempts to realize rellgioiis Ideals in this world. (2) the
formalism of the status structure, as well as the dominant po»
sition of hereditary status groups prevented the flowering of a
romantic ideal of personal success.^ (3) The close connection





sitlons of the sexes in the status hierarchy blocked the de¬
velopment of a romeuitlo love pattern.
There thus existed deep-seated romantic tendencies which
could be mobilized In behalf of a violently affresslve political
movement. The National Socialist movement was able to Incor¬
porate a fundamentalist revolt against the whole tendency of
rationalization In the west and against the radical represen¬
tatives of this tendency In Germany. It was able to appeal to
militaristic and nationalistic sentiments which were boiuid up
with the traditional conservatism of German society. If afforded
a means of expressing the widespread alllenatlon from the ex¬
isting order occasioned by modern social changes and the process
of rationalization.
In so doing. It realized the other side of the unlversal-
istlc-ascriptlve coin. The collectivism of this pattern de¬
fines the Ideal state either as one enjoyed by the society
as a collectivity or as one to be achieved by It. Nazism
shifted the German Idealization of the status quo to the
Idealization of a future state, conceived to be an emanation
of the mystically Ideal qualities of the German Volk.
The Motivation of American Youth Culture.— The experience
of adolescents In the United States, above all In the urban
middle class. Is associated with a complex of behavioral
patterns which may be referred to as American "youth culttare."
One featxire of this complex la a repudlcatlon of Interest In
adult concerns by putting a premium on Irresponsibility and
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"having a good time." This expresses a "compulsive Indepen¬
dence of and antagonism toward adult expectations and
mI
authority* Another feature Is the considerable pressure
toward conformity with members of one *s peer group In details
of dress and behavior* Elements of romanticism, of unrealistic
Idealization of emotionally significant objeets, comprisd a
third feattire of the complex* These romantic elements Include
Idealization of heroes of a ro\jnded humanistic type—the ath¬
letic male and the glamorus female—and perception of others
In black and white terms, e. g*. Intense Identification with
one's gang or team attended by highly Immature disparagement
of other groups*
What is the motivation of such behavior, which seems to
lead In just the opposite direction from what _would be the
expected path to maturity? That it Is not the normal outcome
of biological maturation Is seen by reference to societies
like Samoa or traditional China where such phenomena are
absent*
The first step In analyzing American youth culture Is to
locate It sociologically* It appears as a transition between
two situations* The first Is the relatively secure situation
within the family of orientation* This is the province of the
small conjugal family, normally separated In residence and




away from home so much of the time, because his occupational
role Is usually Inaccessible to the children, and because no
other women fulfill the mother's functions, attachment to the
mother becomes very strong. This attachment Is Intensified
by the Insecurity of the child's position In play and school
groups, where he must achieve his own statixs through competi¬
tion with others.
The second situation Is that of assmlng adult statuses
and roles. Here the Individual mxist emancipate himself from
ties to his immediate family, choose a marriage partner In an
tmstructured market, and establish some occupational Idoitlty
In a competitive system on the basis of personal achievement.
Given the Impact of the succession of these situations,
youth culttire phenomena become; intelligible by appeal to well-
established psychological principles. Intense dependency needs
must be drastically renoimced, and the compulsive Independence
of youth culture may be interpreted as involving a reaction-
formation against those needs. The persisting dependency
needs are then expressed through compulsive confomlty with
the peer group, an outlet that does not Interfere with the
adolescent's Independence vls-a-vls the parents. The element
of romanticism finally, "seems to express the ambivalence and
Insecurity which are Inherent In the emotional patterning of
both sexes when faced with highly crucial decisions. It Is




Rationalization.-- With respect to social change. Parsons
enixnclates three general postulates. (l) No one or two In¬
herently primary sovirces of luTDetus can change In social
systems. Such Impetus may come from outside the system, e.g.,
from changes In the genetic make-up of a population, shifts
In the physical environment, diffusion of cultxire traits, or
changes In power relations with other systems. It may come
from within, e.g.. Immanent development of some cultural con¬
figuration, or progressive Increase of strains In one area of
social structure which Induce a structural reorganization of
the system.
(2) In so far as It Impinges on Institutionalized patterns
of action, change Is never just an alteration of pattern, but
an alteration by vlrture of overcoming resistance. This
relates to the phenomena of "vested Interests," conceived In
no narrowly economic sense, but as the Interests In maintain¬
ing the stratifications Involved In any established system of
rolc-expec tatIons.
(3) More Important than the problems of Initiating fac¬
tors in social change are those Involved In the repercussions
of a change once initiated throughout the social system.
The example discussed in this section concerns the continual
stream of changes Introduced in the social system by an
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immanent development in the belief system, viz., by the pro¬
gress of science and technology. Though Institutionalized
in our society, this dynamic cultural pattern does not simply
"unfold," but meets with ntamerous resistances, some of these
resistances are:
.,.associated with the comm\mlcation gap between
the specialist and the "laity," some with the
special "privileges" required by the investi¬
gator or the applied scientist, some with his
interference with established ways of doing
things or thinking, and some with the fact that
he Introduces changes which if adopted, require
the abandonment of established ways in which
there is a vested interest.^
Repercussions from the advances of science and technology
can be followed through three principal channels: the instru¬
mental system, the reward system, and the cultural system.
One type of repercussion within the Instrximental complex is
the restructuring of occupational roles, in so far as new roles
are redefined or rendered obsolete by technological change. An^
other repercussion has to do with change in organizational
structure. There is increasingly elaborate division of labor
and central organization. Once certain levels of complexity
in organization have been reached, the need for formalization
of personal relations setsMn. Both sets of repercussions im¬
pose serious strains on important groups in the population.
Shifts in the importance of varlom physical facilities
and of certain types of competence result in changes in the
1
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power structure. Regarding the latter area, technological
advance has worlred to "professionalize" and to "bureaucratize"
the instrumental system. The entrepreneur has in good part
been displaced by the technician and the manager.
These changes in the Instriimental complex constitute in
one respect changes in the basic reward system of the society*
Those itoo occupy the new roles or control the new types of
facilities gain in prestige; those who cling to outmoded struct¬
ures have only to lose. Strains Imposed by changes of this sort
probably have much to do with class conflicts In modern Western
society.
Systems of expressive s^mibollsm are likewise affected in a
number of ways by these changes. Mechanical objects which
technology has made available In quatity become expressive
symbols and take a part in the prestige system. New patterns
of entertainment appear, due to the invention of new media,
and the new needs created by the strains incident to technolo¬
gical change. "Hedonistic" spectator forms of entertainment
compensate for the severe disciplines of a highly technical.
Impersonal occupational system. The proliferation of fantastic
content provides further relief for such strains.
The insecurity of prevenus in a situation so favorable to
status mobility la expressed in compulsive demands for antiques,
and again, for the latest new styles. Older prestige elites
cling in turn to symbols which once were functional but are so
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no longer, e.g., the cult of the horse.
With regard to believe systems, scientific Ideas have an
Impact both on religious Ideas and on Ideologies* Anxiety
about the consequences of altering religious beliefs In the
face of the new cognitive orientations supplied by science has
led to a reaction defensive of vested Interest. In consequence,
strain has been manifested In the form of compulsive attach¬
ment to certain symbols, with "fundamentalism" and "Extreme
positivism" as the conflicting orientations. Iftich pseudo¬
science has been promulgated In the name of each body of be¬
lief.
The separation of secular Ideology from religious belief
systems, which became prominent In the eighteenth century. Is
another aspect of the fundamental process of rationalization.
The chief point about his Is that science and Its Implications
have tended to be lined up with the "progressive" cause. The
continued development and greater acceptance of social science,
moreover, will probably have some Impact on the belief systems
of society* by discrediting some of the Ideological pseudo¬
science which Is cvirrent.
Social Control.—The Importance of the problem of social
control In Parsons' thou^t Is connected with his use of the
"boiandary-malntalnlng system" as a central concept. Whether
appreciation of the scientific usefulness of this concept led
to a concern with the processes of control by which boundaries
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of empirical systems are maintained, or whether Hobbes-like
appreciation of the problem of maintaining order among a col¬
lection of egoistic beings led to a concern with the concept
of system, the questions associated with the concept of control
appear to constitute the dominant Problemstik in Parsons’
thinking.
Parsons goes into the nature of social control in dealing
with each of the categories of problems listed above — social
structure, motivational process, and social change. For Par¬
sons, social structure begins with the emergence of any ele¬
ments of sanctions which serve to keep behavior within some
range of acceptability. This stipulation follows from what
Parsons calls the "basic paradigm of Interaction." A system
of Interaction becomes stabilized when it is in the Interests
of the actors to conform with a shared system of values. This
means, for one thing, that because someone (ego) has inter¬
nalized a given standard it contributes to his sense of well¬
being to COnforal with it. But it also means that ego knows
that whoever he interacts with (alter) will expect him to be¬
have in accord with that shared standard so that alter’s re¬
action constitutes a sanction vis-a-vis ego's behavior. As
ego continues to act in line with their common values. Alter'a
positive response gives him additional satisfaction. When he
deviates from a common standard, alter’a negative response is
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a course of deprivation. A stable structure in any social
system thus depends on the integration of common value pat¬
terns — which define erjqjec tat ions concerning ego's behavior
and sanctions expected from alter contengent upon ego's per¬
formance; and vice versa — with the motivational needs of its
members•
This leads to two other general problems. How does an
actor become motivated in the first place to act in terms of
what is expected of an incumbebt of his roles? And how, once
he is attuned to these expectations, are tendencies to deviate
from them controled so that change of the interactive system
is averted? The first question is answered in terms of mech¬
anisms of socialization, the second in terms of mechanisms of
social control.
Socialization refers to the learning of any orientations
which are of functional significance to a system of complemen¬
tary role expectations. The basic mechanisms of socialization
are reward and punishment. Instruction, and acquisition of
values. The last-named operates by way of Identification, l.e.,
by ego's becoming integrated in a reciprocal and complimentary
role relative to the socializing alter, such that he becomes
attached to alter and hence to the value pattern shared with
him.
Socializing forces direct action into socially appropriate
channels at two distinct levels. One level is that of ”baslc
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personality structure.** This predisposes the Individual to
conform with the major role expectations of the sex role patterns
In the society or sub-system where It Is "modal.** Because
these patterns can only be acquired throu^ Identification,
and the primary Identification patterns are acquired early in
childhood, this aspect of personality structure remains constant
through life.
The other level Is termed *’the situational role specifi¬
cation of orlentatlouB .** This refers to secondary processes
of socialization which connect the general orientations stemming
from basic personality structiare with the concrete role expecta¬
tions of adult situations. This level of socialization functions
to secure uniformity of behavior within a given role. Operating
through Imitation and secondary Identifications, these processes
pertain not only to the training of adolescents, but also to
any learning related to major role changes after childhood,
e. g.. In marriage. In a career line, and under social change.
Tendencies toward the change of existing patterns are
most obviotisly counteracted, on the one hand, by the continual
operation of the Informal sanctions which are built Into any
system of interaction, and on the other hand, by persuasion
or coercion on the part of official representatives of the
existing system. Between these extremes of contran mechanisms,
however, there exists a complex system of tjnplanned and largely
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\mconsclous mechanisms which serve to counteract deviant
tendencies•
There are a number of mechanisms mhlch function to nip
deviant tendencies In the bud. Some of these work by providing
outlets for emotional tension which remain within the pale of
the major Institutional order. These Include phenomena like
magic, certain aspects of religion, and "secondary Institutions"
like American youth culture. Other mechanisms serve to Isolate
the deviant Individual, thereby thwarting his bids for legiti¬
macy and preventing the foimiatlon of deviant groups. The roles
which define an Individual as "criminal" or as "sick" comprise
such Isolating mechanisms.
Other control mechanisms serve to Insulate already es¬
tablished deviant Individuals and groups, to prevent them from
Influencing others and to keep potentially dlscrlptive conflicts
latent. Such insulating mechanisms Include tact, anonymity,
and segregation of activities and of population elements.
Finally, there exist a n\jmber of "secondary defenses"
which are able^ to varying degrees, to reverse the direction of
deviant tendencies. These relntegratlve mechanisms depend pri¬
marily on support, permissiveness, and the discipline of refusal
to reciprocate deviant expectations, "Support" means Involving
the deviant Individual in a solidary relationship so that ho
has a basis of security; this lessens his need to resist to
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aggressive or defensive reactions, "Permissiveness" is the
toleration of behavior that would be criticised under normal
circumstances. Permissiveness Is out short, however, at
the point where ego seeks to Involve alter In behavior that
deviates from the institutionalized value patterns. This Is
the point where the "discipline" enters, A fourth cfxnponent
of relntegratlve control Is variously defined by Parsons, In
some places as the manipulation of relational rewards. In
others as the orientation In behalf of the collectivity.
Parsons analyzes the operation of relntegratlve social
controls In twro settings—the case of medical practice and
the case of the legal profession. . The role of the patient, as
noted above Isolates the deviation so that Its encouragement,
through group solidarity and legitimating definitions is evaded.
The role of the physician, moreover, is informed by a number
of latent psychotherapeutic mechanisms. Support for the
patient as a person Is facilitated by the collectivity-orienta¬
tion of the doctor, and by the definition of his function as
one of helping the patient. Defining the patient as sick,
l.e,, as not responsible for his condition and accompanying
behavior, supplies the basis for permissiveness. Elements of
specificity and affective neutrality In the doctor's role,
however, enable him to refuse to reciprocate many of the patient's
tendencies In Interaction with him. And the doctor's being
defined as a technically competent expert gives him
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grounds for manip\alatlng rewards in the relationship*
The lawyer, like the doctor, is a major spokesman for a
major complex of the dominant values of society, and "cognate"
mechanisms of social control are built Into his role* The
element of supportiveness appears In the presumption that the
client Is entitled to a full hearing from his attorney and any
help within the borinds of reason and professional ethics* The
lawyer Is ready to "give a break" to someone caught In a dif¬
ficult situation* Permissiveness regarding the expression of
socially disruptive sentiment is rendered possible by the
confidential natxire of the lawyer's relation to his client,
which enables the latter to speak openly without fear of re¬
percussions* In cases of Intense conflicts, the client Is
helped to cool off by the counsel and permissiveness of the
lawyer* Further, the lawyer's function Is often to resist the
presstire of clients and to get them to realize the hard facts
of their situation, not only regarding idiat they can expect to
get away with, but also with reference to just what the law
will not permit them to do* Finally, while permissiveness emd
support represent relatively unconditional services, the spe¬
cific positive services the lawyer can provide are conditional*
Since his legal competence is at the service of clients much
on his own terms, the lawyer can further Inf licence their be¬
havior In the direction of socially approved goals by granting
or withholding help on specific matters*1
'1 —' . -I .1 .. ,1.1.- I—..,I
The essay which contains this analysis of the integrative
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In the social system at large, many unplanned phenomena
also embody these feattires of control. "Support" Is widely
manifest, owing to the disinclination on the part of both con¬
formists and deviants to sever all ties. This Is illtistrated
by the rationalistic and utopian Ideologies of the West, which
have sufficient conmon ground with the Institutionalized
values so that by "Interpretation" It Is possible to find a
bridge back to them. Permissiveness Is prominent In our so¬
ciety in the right to partisanship, idilch affords a means of
airing grievances; and In the c\isternary projection of unrea¬
listic blaming and praising attitudes onto Important figures
and institutional symbols. The discipline of refusing to
reciprocate deviant expectations Is Institutionalized In ovtr
society by the separation of "office" from the "person" of
the Incumbant. The impersonality of office enables Its holder
to avoid being drawn in to any reciprocity of Interaction that
ml^t threaten the Institutionalized values. The liftportance
of collectivity orientation Is shown by the Institutionalizat¬
ion of authority In collectivity-oriented terms, in political
offices, and even in "self-oriented" organizations like busi¬
ness firms. It further appears In the fact that even In our
highly Individualistic society some Important organizations-
like the universities—are likewise defined In terms of being
devoted to the common welfare.
aspects of the Lawyer's role also contains an analysis of
Typical deviant motivations Inherent In the strains of that
role. Cf. Essays, chap, xvlil.
CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATIONS
In this chapter we pass from consideration of the general
framework and characteristic problems of Parsons to the kind
of insight typical of his approach. What does he in fact say
about life in society? Fortunately there are three problems
which Parsons devotes considerable attention. The nature of
interaction between t?o people, the social basis of religion,
and the conditions of modern urban life are questions too
fundamental for him to ignore.
Parsons' Analysis of the Dyad
The distinction between groups of two and groups with
three or more members is not so important in Parsons' sociology
however, because this provides the least complicated model for
elucidating some of the fundamental properties of any system
of social Interaction.
The dyad, then, is the simplest social system, different
only in degree of complexity from other kinds of social systems
It is analyzed from the point of view of a given actor, "ego,"
for whom the other actor, "alter," exists as an object in his
situation of action. The full compass of action within a dyad
is grasped by regarding one of its members as ego, the other
as alter, then the latter as ego, the former as alter. The
dyad exists as a boundary-maintaining system by vlrture of
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common symbols In terms of which ego and alter communicate,
and of common values which direct and Integrate their actions.
It persists by virtue of the two-fold binding as referred to
above, l.e., conformity with the values "Institutionalized”
In the system serves both to fulfill ego*s need dispositions
and to maximize favorable reactions from alter.
This, of course. Is a highly Idealized picture. In
reality, values are more or less Institutionalized, depending
upon the degree to which the expectations are actually shared
and the strength of ccmMtment to their fulfillment. Further¬
more, tendencies to deviate from the common value standards
are Inherent In every system of action. These deviations stem
from a basic human resistance toward any sort of normative
obligation, and from the universality of some degree of neuro¬
tic reaction patterns. The normal condition of Interaction la
to control such deviant tendencies throu^ ego*s sense of self-
respect and his anticipation of alter's unfavorable responses.
When ego ceases to care about alter's responses, or hla own
performance in this context, the nornm^tive order breaks down
and the system disintegrates.
Inherent In this Image of a little system of Interaction,
however, there Is also the possibility that a disturbance may
enter the system so that alter does something that frustrates
t,
ego's expectations. This Imposes a strain upon ego which. If
the frustration Is serious, will press toward the restructur¬
ing of ego's orientation. Ego may learn to Inhibit the need-
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disposition frustrated by alter's misbehavior. Or he may
cathect another object which will fulfill the relevant ex¬
pectations. Or he may change the value standards according
to which alter’s behavior Is defined as Illegitimate. These
three modes of re-establishing equlllbrlian Involve a success¬
ful learning process on ego's part, and result In a changed
state of the dyadic system.
Another likely outcome la the adoption of a compromise
solution, whereby ego remains attached both to alter and to
the value pattern \inderlylng their relation, but feels resent¬
ment because of the frustration alter has Imposed upon him.
In so far as this occtirs, ego develops an ambivalent orienta¬
tion toward alter and toward the normative pattern, issuing
typically In the repression of one side of the ambivalence and
the compulsive motivation of the other when the confirmative
component is dominant. Parsons speaks of compulsive conformity;
when the allenatlve component is dominant, of compulsive
alienation.
These most general alternatives of deviant orientation
are further subdivided according to whether ego takes more
control (activity), or less control (passivity) over the
interaction process that the role-expectations call for, and
whether his deviance focuses on alter or on the normative pat¬
tern, This results in an eight-fold classification of the
directions of deviant behavior, consisting of dominance.
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submission, comptilslve enforcement, and perfectionlstlc ob¬
servance under the heading of compulsive conformity; and
aggressiveness toward alter, compulsive independence of alter,
incorrigibility, and evasion of the norms tinder the heading
of compulsive alienation.
Once such a deviant motive emerges in the course of
interaction, a vicious circle tends to develop, whPrein the
compulsive element in ego's reaction has the effect of con¬
firming alter in his initial misbehavior, which further in¬
creases the strain on ego, and so on. This is the basic
structure of the genesis of cumulative motivation to deviate
from the original sense of the dyad. It continues to operate
until the dyad is disrupted or until mechanisms of social
control discussed above become effective.
Parsons discusses a number of particular dyadic relation¬
ships: the mother-child system, the husband-wife system, the
doctor-patient system, and the lawyer-client system. Particu¬
lar dyadic systems differ according to the values and ex¬
pectations they embody, and whether they are structured for
"noraal" reciprocal action, or whether they are geared pri¬
marily for socialization or social control, in which case the
elements of permissiveness and discipline dlscxissed in the
preceding chapter play a crucial part.
This paradigm of dyadic interaction tells us much about
the general structuring of action, but little about the
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distinctive flavor of experience in groups of two.
Parsons’ Analysis of Religion
Religious ideas comprise a system of beliefs which,
in contrast to science and Ideology, have a non-empirlcal
reference and, in contrast to science and philosophy, have an
evaluative rather than a strictly cognitive significance in
actl on.
The importance of a supernatural order in such belief
systems may be attributed to two seta of clrcxamstancea. For
one thing, the normative focus of religious ideas produces
what Durkheim. called the ’’sacred" character of entities with
specifically religious significance. The attitude of respect
for this sacred character of various entitles is not based,
however, on their possessing any observable mtural proper¬
ties in common. It stems rather from principles not directly
Involved in the conception of an empirical world. The reality
underlying sacred things must thus be located in a realm apart
from nature.
The other source of supernatural reference in religious
belief systems la connected with what Parsons considers to be
the "primary focus of the differential significance of rell-
gion in human life," This has to do with the more serious
Religious Perspectives of College Teaching in Sociology
and Social Psychology," Religious Perspectives In College
Teaching, ed. by H. N. Fairchild (New York, 195^, p. 296.
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frvstratlons which are Inherent in hitman experience* Un¬
foreseeable or uncontrollable calamity. Such as premature
death or natural catastrophes, and the distribution of re¬
wards and punishments in this world. Inevitably \mjust ac¬
cording to established expectations, impose serious strains on
people, and pose problems of "meaning.” one such problem is
the immediate one of rationalizing or giving meaning to the
sltxxatlon sviffered by anybody. Beyond this, these frustrat¬
ing conditions lead to broader questions: the problem of suf¬
fering in general, the problem of evil, and how these phenom¬
ena are to be brought into harmony with the whole of hianan ex¬
perience. Since man's knowledge of the empirical world can¬
not provide adeqtmte means of adjustment to these fundamentally
frustrating situations, pressure exists for a cognitive-
evaluative scheme which has room for "both the successfully
Institutionalized and expectation-fulfilling aspects of the
value system and the irrational discrepancies"^ ...a scheme
that almost inevitably includes reference to supernatural
entities.
The conception of the supernatural varies widely. This
variation may be described in the first Instance by referring
to a religion's orientation toward a given institutionalized
order. A social order may be basically accepted or rejected.
In the former case, the problem is how to rationalize the in
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Inevitable dlscrepanales between #hat the prevailing value
system leads one to expect and the actual course of events.
This problem admits of two primary solutions. One solution
uses the Idea of a supernatural order as a basis for compen¬
sating for earthly wrong. The commonest example of this Is the
belief In a life after death where unmerited good fortune and
undeserved suffering will be redressed. The other solution
appears where the Institutionalized system la conceived as
containing within Itself the potentiality for improvement so
that such discrepancies may be eliminated In time. This Is
the solution Inherent in the modern Western "progressive"
orientation, ihlch projects the compensation of discrepancies,
not Into a transcendental sphere, but Into a future state of
the social system itself. This orientation tends toward a
belief In the ^supernatural" possibilities of social develop¬
ment.
Rejection of the social order may likewise be oriented
In favor either of transcendental or of future worldly alter¬
natives. The former solution gives man's relation to the
"supernatural" world priority over his relation to the empiri¬
cal world so that the two realms are held to bo In fundamental
conflict. In this case, salvation from an essentially evil
world Is held to be the primary goal of h\aman life. The other
type of orientation projects the alternative to the rejected
Institutionalized order into the empirical social world. This
Is the "revolutionary" solution. It tends, however secular
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Its imderlying Ideology, to involve elements of a supernatural
order In Its program for a utopian future state, much as does
the progressive orientation.
The existence of beliefs about a supernatural order
raises the question of what types of action exist In relation
to that order. In general, there are three principal types
of action which put the actor into direct relation with super¬
natural entitles. Ritual consists of "doing the right thing"
according to the relevant laws of the supernatural. Suppli¬
cation means trying to Influence the decision of a "personal"
god In a direction favorable to the actor. Contemplation
works to make the actor's own state of mind receptive to the
supernatural Influence. Related to all these modes of action
Is the ahole field of techniques of control, which are to
prevent any kind of interference with the actor's proper re¬
lation to the supernatural.
In addition to a body of beliefs, a religion also consists
of a system of expressive symbols (that dimension of culture
related to the "acting out" of need-dispositions). Religious
symbolism involves the fusion of expressive interests with
normative Interests that have reference to a supernatural
order. It is addressed to problems of emotional adjxistment cre¬
ated by the fundamental frustrations discussed above, problems
which parallel the cognitive problems of meaning served by
systems of religious belief. Jvist as religious Ideas must
cover both the Institutionalized value-orientations and the
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areas of discrepancy relative to them, so does religious
symbolism express the solidarity of the main institutionalized
collectivities (the type of ritual stressed by Durkhelm) and
also chahnel the adjustment of major emotional strains (the
type of ritual stressed by Malinowski),
Parsons* Analysis of Modex*n Urban Life
The modern Western world is marked by a greater degree of
xxrban and Industrial development than any other time or place.
Certain features of this condition, though unevenly distributed
over Western society, can be singled out as presenting In
accentuated form the problems crucial to the whole. Three
contexts are of major importance: the kinship system, the
occupational system, and the fxmdamental process of change by
which traditional values and sentiments are continuously ex¬
posed to a far more drastic disintegrating Influence than is
known in most societies.
The dominant feature of the kinship system in modern
Western society is the relatively isolated conjugal family.
This "structural Isolation" (most pronoiinced In the American
urban middle class, as are other aspects of the modem family
treated here) Is due to "the relative absence of any structural
bias in favor of solidarity with the ascendant and descendant
_1





primary obligations and attachments are centered In his
marriage relationship, and the Independence of his family of
procreation Is favored by the need to maintain Impartiality
toward the two families of orientation.
The effective family Is thus relatively small. What is
more. It is relatively functionless. The family’s status and
Income depend primarily on the occupational status of one
member, the husband and father, not on any common activities
or qualities of the family group. Other functions formerly
performed by the family have been taken over by more differ¬
entiated organs. The task of the family has been reduced
almost exclusively to the care of the personalities of its
members, l.e., socializing the young and stabilizing the
adults. But for this very reason. It has become a more
specialized agency; It la not in any general sense "less
important" because society now depends more exclusively on
the conjugal family to perform certain of its vital functions.
The conjugal family has also become more Important to the
Individuals Involved. Its position of structural Isolation
frees the affective Inclinations of the married couple from
a whole aeries of hampering restrictions that are found in
more extended family stxnictures.
The most essential feature of the occupational system
In modem urban society is the primacy of functional achieve-
I
ment. This Involves the predominance of universalistic norma.
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allocation of roles and rewards on tiie basis of personal
performance, specialization of ftmctlon, and a high order of
emotional discipline in training for and carrying out occupa¬
tional x>oles« Because all these values are directly opposed
to the patterns which govern kinship relations—where status
Is ascribed and relations are particularistic, diffuse, and
expressive, the occupational role has to be strictly segregated
from kinship contexts* The premium placed on achievement
makes for a thorough-going competitive selective process, the
outcome of which Is a distribution of occupational personnel
In an elaborate hierarchy of prestige which Is symbolized and
expressed In many ways*
A third complex of phencmena has to do with the Inherent
dynamic distinctive of modern life. This stems for the most
part from what Weber called "the process of rationalization."
Care and prototype of this process Is the progress of science
and related elements of rational thou^t. Its effects are
manifold. There Is the application of science In technology,
affecting the clrciimstances of men's lives In so many ways—
the content of occupational rol^, the htanan relations within
working groups, Ihe patterns of consumption and recreation,
to name but a few well-known areas. There is the prolifera¬
tion of what have been called "contractual" relationships,
of which the occupational system jxast described Is a chief
example. And there is the pattern of "critical rationality,"
groimded on the canons of empirical observation and verification.
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which has ramified into most other areas of the cultural
tradition.
Each of these three contexts is a source of strains and
insecurities that are peculiar to the urban industrial type of
social system. Strains arising in the family may be pointed
out in connection with each of its constituent role-statuses.
Though the wife-mother bears the major social and emotional
responsibilities within the family, she is largely excluded
from those occupational roles which are the source of the
family status and sustenance and are the basis of personal
prestige in the wider society. Her role also lacks the
assurance of clear-cut definition and Involves the performance
of household tasks idilch tend to be dissociated from her
essential personality. The husband-father is exposed all his
working hoiars to the special rigors of the marketplace and to
the demand for specialization. The latter tends to restrict
his area of common enjoyment and to inhibit easy social inter¬
course. especially in mixed company. In addition, he is
classically a scapegoat for hostility aroused in his children
in the course of their stressful socialization. The advent
of old age brings another set of strains. Inherent in retire¬
ment from the occupational sphere so crucial to the male's
sense of worth and the wanan's status and secxirlty system,
and overwhelming social isolation.
The situation of the dilldren is marked by the concen¬
tration of their affection upon a very small number of persons.
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particularly upon the mother, so that the child is extremely
vulnerable to anything upsetting the mother. Associations
outside the immediate family are generally ones in ifdiich the
child cannot take the security of love and status for granted
but must compete with others, directly or through approval by
teachers; and the mother's love is likely to become contin¬
gent on the child's performance outside the home. As a result,
the mother's love is more acutely needed than in most societies
and at the same time more precarious.
Because of the closeness of his attachment to the mother,
the boy tends to form a direct feminine Identification at
first. Bid; he learns that he is not destined to become an
adult woman and that, indeed, women are considered inferior
to men in certain vital respects. The intensity of the
feminine identification leads to considerable uneasiness
about his masculinity. The girl, vhile legitimately identi¬
fying with the mother, la frustrated to learn the relevant
sense of "masculine superiority;" viz., her security, like
that of other women, will depend on the favor of a man. This
is a shock to ideas based on her early identification shen
the adult woman is the center of the world. What is more, the
ideals which were the focus of her childhood development—the
qualities of being a good wife and mother--m\jat give way to
the more aggressively man-catching qualities of the glamour
pattern.
The sltiiation of the adolescent is perhaps hardest of
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all. The imlversal transition from asexual Intrafamlllal
relationships to the sexual relation of marriage Is in the
modem city attended by a process "emancipation" from ties
both to parents and siblings which Is considerably more
drastic them In most kinship systems. The strain of this
situation Is compounded by the concentration of the child's
emotional attachments, mentioned above, and the added signi¬
ficance of his security In the family by contrast with the
competitive atmosphere of school and play groups. The son
Is faced with the problem of making his own way In the world,
rather than fitting Into a going concern organized aroiind
kinship; the daughter Is faced with the overwhelming Importance
of marriage to the right Individual man.
A complex and technically advanced occupational system
Imposes (mother load of strains on modem life—the strains
of more exacting skills, of social relationships inade¬
quately governed by tradltlonallzed nozms. and considerable
explicit responsibility. In the great competitive scramble
probably a majority are condemned to be "losers." since the
number of positions Is limited, and success Is relative; but
the discipline of the system and the code of being a good
loser demand the repression of feelings of resentment. By
the segregation of occupational from familial roles, moreover,
most women are denied a sense of participation with their men
In a consnon enterprise. Their drastic exclusion from the
sphere where "big things" are done can only serve to Increase
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their resentment at being condemned by the accident of sex to
an Inferior role.
The rapid development of the various patterns of ration¬
ality has left another order of Insecurity in its wake. This
Is due partly to the sheer rapidity of the change. In that
there has been relatively little opport\inlty for stable re¬
orientations to get established. It has also been due to the
uneveness and incompleteness of the Incidence of rationaliza¬
tion* Individuals are exposed to conflicting pressures and
get caught between the antagonisms of groups representing
different degrees of traditionalist or rationalist orienta¬
tions. There Is also the question whether even among groups
fully integrated with the new patterns there have developed
ftmctlonally adequate substitutes for the traditional patterns
and values ^ich have been undermined by rational criticism.
Strains inherent In the modem urban social structure and
anomie Induced by the process of rationalization together
create an immense amount of insecxirlty among the Individuals
of Western society. The foregoing analysis of Ihe genesis of
that Insectirlty suggests a background against which many of
the “extreme" phenomena of the modern world may be meaning¬
fully reviewed. Paclst movements, youth cultures, group pre¬
judice, aggressive nationalism, and McCarthyism must bo
•understood In part as so many responses to, or symptoms of,
insecurity provoked by these and other factors in the modem
type of urban society. To accoimt for the particular forms
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of these responses, however, one must of cotirse engage In a
much more specific level of analysis.
(1) Because of the norms of family solidarity, occupation¬
al discipline, and good sportsmanship, the immense reservoir
of aggression in V/estern society is kept from being expressed
in the smaller groups in which it is primarily generated. The
strong pressixre to unity within each nation-state focuses
such aggression, which otherwise la aired between solidary
groups within a nation, on the potential conflicts between
nation-states. This tendency la furthered by the disposition
of nation states to define their relations in a manner least
calculated to build a solidary international order, for each
state nurses a deep-seated preaxxnption of its own superiority
and a corresponding resentment against any other's, correspon¬
ding presumption; each tends to feel it has been unfairly
treated in the past and is ready to assume that the others
are going to plot new outrages.
(2) Fascist movements combine radical mass unrest with
the reactionary responses of privileged elite groups.
The Fascist definition of the social situation is related
to the uneven incidence of rationalization in the social
system. Rationalist patterns are Institutionalized in such
different degrees that the social system is differentiated
along a continuum from highly traditlonallzed areas to very
"emancipated” areas. The latter include: "intellectuallsm"
emancipated from the patterns and symbols of traditional
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thou^t; metropolitan tirbanlsm with Its freedom from parti¬
cularistic controls and general disrespect for traditional
ties; economic, technical, and administrative rationalization
In the market system and large scale organization; "culttiral"
emancipation In literature and the arts; and moral emancipa¬
tion In high society.
These conspicuous areas of emancipation and rationaliza¬
tion have provoked a fundamentalist reaction In areas oriented
In terms of traditionalist values and rendered Insecure by
factors like technological change, widespread mobility, and
ethnic assimilation. This has Involved a programmatic and
antl-ratlonallsm which rejects both capitalism because of
their rationalist utilitarian assumptions. Nationalism has
been a kind of lowest common denominator for traditionalistic
sentiments.
The Fascist leadership provided by privileged elites may
be regarded as a natural reaction on the part of vested
Interests to maintain their supremacy In face of throats to
their position. These threats come from the undermining of
traditional patterns by the process of rationalization, and
from the ascendancy of new elites corresponding to the patterns
of the new order.
(3) McCarthyism is not to be viewed as a reactionary
political movement, for It Is highly selective In the liberal
causes It attacks. It Is best understood as a transitional
symptom of strains accompanying quite a different sort of
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change from that jttat described. The change In question Is
the development of attitudes and Institutional machinery
appropriate to a much higher level of national political
responsibility than that to which the American people have
been accustomed. This Increased responsibility Is due, on
the International side, to our Increased power and changed
relation to the rest of the world, and on the domestic side
to the need for controlling the processes of the economy
and dealing with certain social repercussions of Industriali¬
zation.
The American social structure lacks a strong elite, idiether
on a hereditary class basis or a non-b\islnes8 occupational
basis, which ml^t provide the leadership to face these new
problems and mediate the commitment of the many heterogeneous
elements of the American popvilatlon In behalf of the national
Interest. In default of such an elite, the situation has
aroxised widespread ambivalence. There Is generally a desire
to come to grips with the new situation, but ab the same time
there Is considerable resistance toward the fulfillment of
the new obligations that entails. Such ambivalence Is pro¬
ductive of concern about loyalty, and of the tendency to
Impute disloyalty to others.
It Is likely that Individuals or societies can undergo
major structural changes without producing a goodly amount
of Irrational behavior. There will tend to be distorted
values, beliefs, and overdetermined action; aggression against
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what is felt to be the source of the difficulties Involved;
and wishful patterns of belief with a strong regressive flavor*
In the context of MeCar thyIsm, Coimnunism is the primary symbol
that connects the objective external problem and Its dangers
with the Internal strain and Its structure. Communism sym¬
bolizes the "Intruder" both (legitimately) as the external
source of the most serious difficulties we have to face, and
as the complex of factors which disturbed the beneflclent
natural state of an American society ifolch allegedly and In
fantasy existed before the urgent problems of control of the
economy and greater responsibility in international affairs has
to be tackled. The symbol Is extended way beyond Its legiti¬
mate area of application to Include groups associated with
political liberalism and Intellectual values, and to Include
Eastern upper-class groups who have tended to be relatively
Internationalist in their outlook. This last element In
McCarthylsm expresses the resentment against Eastern snobbery
and "Interests" on the part of non-Eastenners and of the newly
Americanized, and may be said to represent the populist
strain In McCarthylsm, Finally, what the McCarthyites posi¬
tively want Is Isolationism: the wishful preservation of an
old order, idiich allegedly need never have been disturbed but




This thesis has been concerned with the approach to
the study of society as represented by the writings of Talcott
Parsons. It Is generally accepted that Parsons* contributions
to the sociological literature represent the first major
attempt In system building In the past decade. It Is obvious
that Parsons* system which has received considerable attention
Is appreciated when his position Is compared with pioneer
theoreticians of the Geman school and notably Georg Slmmel.
For Illustrative purposes we will give an opposing view in
order to present a more logical picture of Parsons* position.
Parsons’ Initial stance represents a position of
opposition to two schools of thou^t prominent In the nine¬
teenth century. He rejected the sociological “realism" of
German Idealism becatise social action must be imderstood In
terms of the goal-pursuing acts of Individual actors. The
sociological "nominalism" of British utilitarianism because
social phenomena Include not only instrximental behavior but
also super-personal normative components shared with the other
members of any system of action.
The concept of "structure" Is a key concept in his
approach to the study of society. Parsons sees the sociologi¬
cal problem of determining and explaining the structure of
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systems of action. He does not conceive of ”structxire" as
denoting some ontological stability In social phenomena.
Rather, he sees It as referring to "siiffIclently stable uni¬
formities In the results of underlying processes so that
their constancy within certain limits is a workable pragmatic
assumption."^
Slmmel and Parsons sometimes express similar Ideas In
their treatment of empirical problems. Both writers have, for
example. Indicated ways in which the requirements of a purely
communist order may be Incompatible with the nature of the
2
social structure. Perhaps most notable In this context Is
the fact that Slmmel, more than any other writer, made repeated
use of all the distinctions which Parsons has clarified and
assembled In his system of pattern variables.
The differences between the writings of Sinanel and Parsons
must of course be ascribed In part to the more liian forty years
between the dates of their first major works. The considerable
advance of our knowledge of society which those years have
brought has Inevitably meant that Parsons work would occupy
a higher level of empirical and theoretical sophistication.
With referoice to Parsons* theoretic framework we have
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analyzing thalr elementary component and to locate their
position in a given system or systems of action. He works
toward a theoretical system that will conceptualize each
variable of empirical action systems and represent the rela¬
tions among the variables by the interrelations among the
concepts which represent them.
Parsons' method is to deal with social phenomena by
analyzing their elementary component and to locate their
position in a given system or systems of action. He employs
concepts that have been strictly specified and he applies
them unlformally throughout the whole universe of social
action. He works toward a theoretical system that will con-
cepttiallze each variable of empirical action systems and
represent the relations among these variables by the inter¬
relations among the concepts which represent them.
The kind of insight distinctive of Parsons was suggested
by the exposition of idiat he has to say about what are re¬
presentative problems • We may schematize his analyses of
three common problems as follows:
Problem Parsons
The dyad The ingredients of all social
action present in two-persons
interaction: common norms, de¬
viant tendencies, control
mechanisms
The nature of 1, Systems of belief
rellgion




Religious Ideas, symbols, and
Institutions function In social
systems as mechanisms of social
control, channels for deviant
motivation, and sources of
creative change
Intensification of strains and
tensions (greater vulnerability
of the nuclear family. Insecu¬
rities Involved In each of Its
status-roles, changes In the
occupational system, frustrations
from lack of occupational success,
rapidity of change of beliefs
and norma, clashes between tradi¬
tionalist and rationalist Ide¬
ologies)
Social pathological responses
to these strains (group pre¬
judices, deviant youth culture
patterns, aggressive nationalism)
Parsons* interpretations tend to disclose the objective
structure of subjective orientations, the existence of un¬
known processes and mechanisms, the unsuspected relationships
among seemingly dlspariate phenomena, and the ways in udilch
strains are produced ihlch disrupt the Integration of action
systems.
Parsons' approach to the study of society was found to
be useful in suggesting explanatory hypotheses for a given
field of Interest. In a previous chapter we have attempted
to illustrate his differential utility In this regard by







Devising hypotheses about adolescense in Parsons’ terns
appeared as the task of locating the phenomena connected
with adolescense in the over-all system of the theory of
action. I located the phenomena with which I was familiar
in three areas, viz., the individual adolescent as an object-
role (alter), the individual adolescent as an orientation-
role (ego), and adolescent collectivities.
The adolescent as an object-role is primarily an alter
to be subjected to the process of secondary socialization,
in that the orientations acquired in childhood must be rede¬
fined or changed in order to cover the roles the individual
must assxime as an adult in a given social system. The
adolescent as ego is one who is more or less disposed to
xandergo this secondary socialization. Following Parsons'
paradigm of interaction, I have constructed a paradigm of
the possible situations and orientations related to the
adolescent ego's disposition to suffer that socialization.
These Include situations vihere there are no significant
changes in the expectations held out to ego by the adult
society. The adjustments are Incomplete in situations where
there are such changes but without societal provisions to
minimize the frustrations and in situations where the dis¬
continuities are severe. In the last case I posited four
alternatives of deviant response, which were Illustrated by
four empirical instances.
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With the regard to the place of adolescent collectivities
In the social system, I was able to Incorporate the very valu¬
able hypotheses of S, N, Elsenstadt, who has worked explicitly
with the approach of Parsons. IThese hypotheses explain the
Incidence and scope of adolescent groups In any social system
by the Importance of universalistlev dlffvise, ascrlptive, and
collectivity orientations In the major Institutions of the
system; and they explain the functional consequences of said
groups In terms of the degree of compatibility between the
orientations of the family and those of the other institu¬
tional spheres of the socletyi
Parsons and the Study of Society
Complete comprehension of the approach of Parsons would
Involve more than understanding what he has to say In his
own terms and working out their Implications for research.
It would also Involve understanding his place In the total
scheme of sociological knowledge. The latter task is well
beyond the pxarpose of this thesis. Neverthesess, I would
like to conclude this thesis with an Indication of the sort
of analysis that ml^t adeqimtely fit a study of society.
It has been suggested that society may be studied at a
level of abstraction. The level of abstraction that seems
most fruitful for discussing the question of by ^at method
Is society to be studied, foiu* alternatives exhaust the
possible answers. These may be named the methods of holistic
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interrelation, operational definition, system construction,
and causal resolution.
The method of holistic Interrelation defines science as
the continuous assimilation of diverse contents into more
Inclusive wholes. Following this method one plunges into
the complexity of a given society, identifies certain of its
aspects, then looks for ether and contradictory aspects. The
movement of thought is toward successive syntheses of such
contradiction until the principle or pattern underlying the
whole complex of contradictions is reached. Particular pheno¬
mena are explained in terms of their position in the Integral
whole so characterized. The concepts employed are not in
the form of hard and fast definitions, but rather are suggested
by contrasts and analogies in the course of inquiry, and their
meaning is modified according to the context in which they are
used.
This method is Illustrated by Benedict who, for example,
begins her Inquiry after the pattern df Japanese culttire by
presenting a nmber of contradictory features in traditional
Japanese society: submlssiveness and insubordination, loyalty
and treachery, rigidity and adaptability, and so on. Her
method is to identify Japanese "assumptions about the conduct
of life," which will synthesize these contradictory appearances.
In a similar way, Redfleld calls for the characterization of a
_
Ruth Benedict, The Crvsanthemtun and the Sword (Boston,
1946),
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people In terms of the combination of opposite conceptions
as well as through synthesizing what Is said of them from the
viewpoint of the people "within" and the observer "without,"^
The method of operational definition equates science with
the creation and execution of procedures for making observa¬
tions, measurements, and predictions* It works by devising
operations that provide the occasion for confronting phenomena
such as constructing scales and models or elaborating Inter¬
view procedures. The movement of thought Is toward increasing
ly complex definition of operations and the sharp discrimina¬
tion of what Is known in these terms from what Is not. Pheno¬
mena are explained when propositions referring to them can be
translated Into predictions and actions that will test these
predictions. The terras used In these operations have a con¬
stant meaning, but that meaning depends on reference to pro¬
cedures and other usages, not on clearcut Intentional defini¬
tion.
Followers of this method seek yes or no answers to pre¬
cise questions, not syntheses of contradictions♦ Their in¬
quiry does not begin with an analysis of the reality being
Investigated nor is any attempt made to cover some total uni¬
verse or field of phenomena, for such activities involve
fictitious conceptualizations. This method Is illustrated
i
Robert Redfleld, The Little Community (Chicago, 1955).
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In the work of those who equate the advance of sociology with
the refinement of techniques such as statistics and attitude
scales*
The method of system construction regards science as the
effort to create a theoretical system consisting of proposi¬
tions which express relationships among the variables of a
given xinlverse. It works by defining basic units and elements
which are assumed to be the same for the entire universe In
question, and determining their logical relations and how
they are built up Into complex systems. The movement of
thought Is toward the grasp of increasingly complex relations
among the theoretical elements and the Inclusion of more and
more particular phenomena within the reference of the pro¬
positions relating those elements. Particular elements are
explained In terms of the elements they contain and of the
place of their processes In the functioning of various em¬
pirical systems. The concepts It employes are defined
univocally and their meaning Is the same no matter what the
context.
This, of course, is the method we have discerned In
the work of Parsons. Prior to Parsons, it was prominent In
the work of the behavlorists, on the one hand and the theorists
like Pareto and Von Wiese on the other.
The method of causal resolution sees science as a
continuing process of inquiry Into-the peculiarities of
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interesting phenomena or classes of phenomena. It works
by resolving out of the infinity of things problems which
are of Interest to a hxaman observer and phenomena which be¬
long together by virtue of an inner homogeneity of some sort.
The movement of thought is toward the definition of the problem
or class of phenomena and the ascertainment of the releyant
cause of causes. Phenomena are to be explained in terms of
their material, foimial, efficient, and/or final causes. The
concepts employed are univocally defined, but their meaning
varies relative to the context of set of problems with
reference to which they are employed.
This is the method embodied in the sociology of Slmmel,
The study of his writings, moreover, has helped me to become
aware of a basic division among those who use this method,
a division hinging upon the distinction between form and
content. What may be Isolated as a problematic phenomenon
under the method of causal resolution may be either a certain
form or a certain content of social life. The former leads
to such inquiries as the sociology of conflict, of the gift,
or marglnality and so on. The latter. Illustrated by mtich of
the work of Max Weber, leads to such inquiries as the
sociology of law, of leisure, of mental health, Slmmel's
sociology of religion, we saw, includes both kinds of inquiry:
he treats religion now as fom, now as content. The complete
study of a given form would Include defining it and noting
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Its relations to certain other forms, and determining the
ways in which the fbrm is affected by the different contents
in which it Is realized, the historical genesis of the fom
in a given situation, and the psychological and social func¬
tions subserved by the form. The complete study of a given
content would Include defining its potentialities, the range
of forma it may appear in, the genesis of its particular
realizations, and the psychic and social needs to which it
is directed.
To indicate the total scheme of sociological knowledge,
we miost not only Indicate the possible methods (and principles)
that may be employed in sociology, but we must also, as
suggested in the Preface, determine their potentialities and
limitations. Each of the methods defined here has characteris¬
tic virtues; each, from the point of view of the other methods,
has characteristic shortcomings. I will indicate some of the
virtues and shortcomings that belong to the methods followed
by Slmmel and Parsons.
The chief virtues of the method of causal resolution are
that it studies h\iman phenomena in hiaman terms and does Justice
to the pluralism of social phenomena. It avoids impressing
highly abstract and inflexible terms on everything that it
touches. At the same time, it manages to provide a context
of meaning for individual findings without having to relate
those findings to everything in a given social universe.
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Yet, because of these virtues, it is open to certain
criticisms. Loose, commlted to the method of holistic inter¬
relation, criticizes Slmmel's method for dealing with forms
that are "existent,” but not "real," because not related to a
conception of society as an Integral dialectical process, and
because "this sort of sociological research shows Itself in¬
capable of bringing its practical results into dialectical
'
1
harmony. Parsons in’turn criticizes the effort to build a
science of social forms because of its failure to construct
2
a systematic theory based on analytic elements. And the
operatlonallsts criticize Siramel because they have never seen
a form walking or talking.
The chief virtues of the method of systan construction
are its comprehensive scope of application and the elegance of
the logical order it brings into our conception of phenomena.
It provides terms which can be counted on to signify the same
things in different contexts. It provides analytic tools for
breaking down complex phenomena into familiar elements, and
affords a clean theoretic structure in terms of which particu¬
lar findings readily take on general scientific significance.
The shortcomings of this method are equally palpable.
1 ~
Loose, Die RellglonssozlolojJile Geors Simmels (Leiozis:.
1933), p. 76.
2
Parsons, The Structure of Social Action, p, 716.
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From the viewpoint of operational definition, the whole
structure Is relatively meaningless because the basic cate¬
gories are not derived from specifiable operations. The
critique of holistic interrelation is that its terms are so
rigid and its style so analytic that it loses sight both of
the amblquities and of the living vinlty of societies. The
method of causal resolution objects to the systematic treat¬
ment of all phenomena in the same way, such that the peculiar
stamp and the phenomenology of particular phenomena are
glossed over.
The foregoing only begins to scratch the surface. I
hope enough has been said to indicate the potential mlty
of this sort of analysis in building a more powerful and
sophisticated science of society.
APPENDIX
APPENDIX
Biographical Sketch.- Talcott Parsons was born In 1902,
son of Edward S. Parsons, an ordained Congregational minister
who. In the latter part of his life, was Professor of English
and President of Marietta College In Ohio. Professor Parsons
was graduated In 1924 from Amherst College, udiere he had
concentrated In biology as a basis for a career In medicine
or research biology. His familiarity with the blolbglcal
approach to human nature derives In part from this early
training. Toward the end of his college years, however,
stimulated by the teaching of Professor Walton H. Hamilton,
he decided to do graduate work In economics. Hamilton, an
economist of the "Institutional school," communicated to
Parsons a realization of the deficiencies of classical eco¬
nomics for understanding certain aspects of so-called "eco¬
nomic behavior." For certain purposes It Is useful to con¬
sider the whole development of Professor Parsons' scientific
Interests as an attempt to answer the question, "What Is the
systematic status of the non-eeonomlc aspects of economic
behavior?"
In 1924-25, Parsons was a student At the London School
of Economics, where he studied sociology with L. T. Hobhouse
and Morris Ginsberg, Here occurred the first of a series of
"chance" encounters with new bodies of thought which Parsons
was always so peculiarly able to take advantage of and which
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bRve contributed In an important way to his thinking. For
Bronislaw Malinowski, the great functional anthropologist,
was then teaching at the London School, and from him Parsons
got his introduction to the study of what were then widely
called "primitive* societies. This study was important for
three reasons. First, it rejected the evolutionary hypotheses
implicit in classical economics. Second, it employed the
functional approach, that la, it sought out the relations
between the parts of any given society in terms of that
society as a total system. And, third, it gave a vivid sense
of the ranges of institutional variation among societies.
At the end of his year in London, Parsons was offered
one of the first post-war fellowships for study in Germany.
He accepted and was assigned to Heidelberg University, where
he spent the following year, 1925-26. It was there that he
first heard about Max Weber, who had died in 1920, but idiose
important work in sociology, economic history, and social
science methodology was still scarcely known in the English-
speaking world. In Germany Parsons found a body of thought
which, shile rejecting certain parts of Marxian theory,
accepted one of its major premises, namely, that capitalism
was a unique and historically-conditioned system. This was a
radically different point of view from that of classical
economics. In Weber’s work on the influence of the Protestant
religion in the genesis of European capitalism and in Weber's
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comparative studies In the religions of India, China, and
Judaism, Parsons was able to see concrete cases of the In¬
fluence of value-systems on economic behavior. Furthermore,
his feeling for the significance of Institutional variation
was strengthened.
In 1926-27, Parsons was an Instructor In economics at
Amherst College. In the svimmer of that year he returned to
Heidelberg and was awarded the degree of Dr Phil for a
thesis on "The Concept of Capitalism In the Theories of Max
Weber and Werner Sombart." In this period. Parsons translated
Into English Max Weber’s famous essay, ’’The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism,,” which was published in England
In 1930.
In 1927, still concerned with the problem of the systema¬
tic status of the non-economlc elements In economic behavior.
Parsons became an Instructor In the Department of Economics
at Harvard University. There he was in close contact with a
group of distinguished men such as Taussig and Carver who were
still essentially adherents of classical economic theory.
Stimulated by them Parsons set himself the task of trying to
answer his questions by an Intensive study of the work of
Alfred Marshall, the great classical theorist and co-dlscoverer
of the principle of marginal utility. In Marshall’s writings
Parsons traced out the implicit set of social values on which
the Iheory of free enterprise rested. This study convinced
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Parsons that the status of the value element for classical
economic theory was logically treated as residual. In his
own systematic theory it was to become a positive category.
In these years Parsons was also studying the works of the
French sociologist Emile Durkheim, who rejected Spencerian
individualism and soxaght to establish the independent theo¬
retical status of what ho considered the reality sui generis
of the social factor. In The Division of Labor. Dxirkheim
pointed to the non-contractual element in contract; in Le
Suicide, to the significance for individual behavior of
relative states of integration of the social system; and in
The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, to the close
relation between the religion of a society and its ultimate
values. Persons' appreciation of these insights was another
important step toward the formulation of a more adequate
conceptual scheme for social theory.
At Harvard Parsons also came under the influence of the
economic historian, Edwin F, Gay, whose investigations of
the antecedents of nineteenth century industrial capitalism
in England traced out the developments leading from mediaeval
feudalism to a full-blown market system. His study of the
putting-out system is only one of his classic products. But
perhaps a more important influence came from another "chance"
encounter, with the distinguished physiologist, L, J,
Henderson, He discussed Pareto with Henderson, especially
Pareto's attempt to construct a system of social theory on
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the model med In the natural science of mechanics. From
Henderson, also, he obtained a greater sophistication In the
nature of scientific theory and methodology.
All these bodies of thought, then, are the major com¬
ponents that went Into The Structure of Social Action,
published In 1937, In this book Parsons showed the conver¬
gence of the theories of Durkhelm, Pareto, and Weber In a
single new body of theory, and their relation to Marshall's
type of economic theory. What he had long before started
with as simply the non-econoralc elements were demonstrated
to have Independent status In this theory. This book also
contains. Incidentally to this larger purpose, a careful
examination of some of the detailed work of these theorists.
Since 1937, Parsons has dealt with the theory of social
action systematically, rather than historically. His efforts
In this direction have been presented in courses at Harvard
University and In a still-unpublished manuscript. Also since
1937, Parsons has come to be Increasingly interested In the
significance of another whole body of thought, that of Freud
and the diverse trends stemming from him. It is particularly
throu^ the motivational categories of Freudian and depth
psychology that Parsons believes It Is necessary to approach
the theoretical problems of the dynamics of social systems.
The development of Talcott Parsons' social theory Is in
itself an Interesting case for the sociology of invention.
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We can see that it is not enough to point out what components
have gone into an innovation. It is still not enough to in¬
dicate what W. B, Cannon, in The Way of an Investigator, has
called the "gains from seredipity," the unexpected good results
that tte trained mind extracts from apparently chance en¬
counters. We see that the integrating factor is indispensable.
And the integrating factor m\i3t always be a mind constantly
seeking the answer to questions of the broadest theoretical
import. Such is the social process of discovery.
Professor Parsons has been at Harvard University since
1927. He was instructor of economics, 1927-31; instructor in
sociology, 1931-36; and, successively, he was appointed
assistant professor in 1936, associate professor in 1939,
and professor in 1944. He has taught, during summer sessions,
at Columbia University and the University of Chicago. During
the war, he was a member of the staff of the School for Over¬
seas Administration at Harvard. In 1946 he became the first
chairman of the new Department of Social Relations at Harvard,
If the success of this new venture in the integration of
anthropology, sociology, and psychology becomes as great as
already seems likely, Talcott Parsons'* contributions to its
conception, organization, and administration will co\mt as an
important part of his achievements.
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